ti{d}e {habit}ats: socio-economic impacts of climate
change on coastal communities

Present day San Diego, CA

San Diego, CA after 1.5 meter sea level rise

Cities along a major waters edge are at an increasing risk to damage from sea-level rise inundation, extreme

astronomical tides, storm surge flooding, hurricanes, and other storm events. This risk continues to increase
due to the continuing growth of coastal cities and tourism. Damage cost estimations due to increasing sea
level are often substantial, and affect more than just the economic welfare of the city, but public welfare as
well.
The ti{d}e {habit}ats project is designed to educate coastal city dwellers on the risks associated with sealevel rise, and to a larger degree, climate change. Working with LG Electronics, a company that thrives
on inovation to provide digitally immersive, floating pavillions designed to not only educate visitors on the
socio-economic effects of sea-level rise in their community but to also bring them onto the water to further
enhance their educational experience.

Urbitecture

is the architecture of urban life. It is an adaptation to changing societal
values, land uses and climate. Urbitecture cannot be defined as a state, because it must
constantly adjust in order to keep up with life. While architecture can sometimes ignore
priorities and embrace only aesthetic qualities, it is urbitecture that seizes these complacent objects and alters them in a way that maintains relevance. Whether it be recycling an old
building for a new use or developing a large scale response to uncontrollable environmental factors,
Urbitecture is the only answer to yesterday’s questions about tomorrow.

Present day San Francisco, CA

San Francisco, CA after 1.5 meter sea level rise

ti{d}e {habit}ats + LG
LG Electronics will be providing the digital immersive presentation output of the floating pavillion for The
ti{d}e {habit}ats Project. LG products and technologies enhance lives and introduce people to a whole
new world of creative designs. LG is committed to finding new ways to make life better and easier through
simple user interfaces, stylish designs and intelligent, state-of-the-art technology.

ti{d}e {habit}ats project + education
By now, everyone is aware of climate change and the effects of global warming, however many
people have a hard time grasping just how profound the effects of climate change can be on a more
intimate scale that they can relate to. In an effort to energize the commitment to solutions,
The ti{d}e {habit}ats Project is dedicated to educating the coastal communities of the United States
about the serious threats of rising sea levels through the use of immersive art and media. While the
economic and physical damages are the most publicized, there are severe social impacts as well, that have
been shawdowed by what has been deemed as “larger” issues. The ti{d}e {habit}ats Project believes that
gearing major issues such as sea level rise in a more relatable manner is the solution to generating
commitment and action. Some of the social issues discussed include: population displacement, water
resources and human health addressing subjects that include food, air quality, disease, hazardous waste.

case study: The Canary Project
The Canary Project produces art and media that deepen public understanding of human-induced climate
change and energize commitment to solutions.
Originally founded in 2006 as a project to photograph landscapes throughout the world where scientists
are studying the impacts of climate change, The Canary Project has since supported diverse projects involving more than 30 artists, designers, writers, educators and scientists.
The Project’s focus is on cultivating research-intensive projects that contribute to knowledge building and
are able to communicate that knowledge in a way that both respects complexity and inspires respect for life.
Canary Project work is created by a variety of artists, thinkers and designers. Once a year, financial assistance
is granted to a research-based artist project. Amounts of the grant vary by year and are announced each
November.

ti{d}e {habit}ats project: locations

35

major piers in

the United States

18

in the state
of California

berkeley pier
oakland long wharf
pier 41, san francisco, ca

pier 39, san francisco, ca
hyde street pier, san francisco, ca

santa cruz wharf

stearns wharf, santa barbara, ca

hermosa beach pier
redondo beach pier
manhattan beach pier
santa monica pier
huntington beach pier
newport pier
balboa pier, newport, ca
oceanside pier
ocean beach pier, san diego, ca
broadway pier, san diego, ca

The state of California has over 30 active
piers along the coastline. 18 of these piers are
amongst the top 35 major piers within the united states. These 18 piers will be the site for the
ti{d}e {habit}ats project + LG floating pavillions.

The oceans, which cover 71% of the Earth’s surface, warm slowly in response to greenhouse warming because it takes a long time to heat their great mass. But measurements indicate that the oceans
are warming, and projections suggest that the warming will continue for many centuries. Sea level is
currently rising at a rate of 1/10 inch per year. Due to the CO2 already in the atmosphere, sea level
is projected to continue rising for several centuries. Projections for the year 2100 show
great uncertainty, ranging from several inches to nearly three feet. The impacts of rising sea level include loss of coastal ecosystems, flooding of cities, displacement of coastal inhabitants, and increased
vulnerability to storm surges.

In the United States, a sea level rise of one foot (0.3m) could eliminate
17–43% of today’s wetlands, with more than half the loss in Louisiana.

ti{d}e {habit}ats project

1
the hull: the foundation of the floating
pavillion. Lightweight materials allow
the entire pavillion to float on the water
alongside the pier.

structure

2
the frame: spring loaded aluminum
poles provide structural support for the
vinyl skin and are easily collapsable for
deconstruction and storage.

joints: the spring loaded poles fit into
special connection joints that allow the
shape of the pavillion to be altered if
necessary or desired.

3
double skin: the skin of the pavillion is a
waterproof vinyl layer which extends down
to the hull all around. first layer wraps
around each indiviual facet, and the second layer is continuous and is pitched on
the interior for added waterproofing and
climate control.

skin: the skin of the pavillion is in
triangulated panels and is flexible, with
sleeves on the perimeter for the poles
to create a rigid, waterproof skin. it is
also transparent enough that visitors
can see glimpses of the projections
from the outside, enticing them to enter.

parasite: the facets of the pavillion structure
envelope the edges of existing piers like an
ectoparasite, using the pier as its host. This
encourages circulation towards the entrance.
The pavillion remains in place by the use of
anchors and dock ties.

If small glaciers and polar ice caps on the margins of Greenland and the Antarctic Peninsula melt, the projected rise in
sea level will be around 0.5 m. Melting of the Greenland ice
sheet would produce 7.2 m of sea-level rise, and melting of the
Antarctic ice sheet would produce 61.1 m of sea level rise.

The collapse of the grounded interior reservoir of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet would raise sea level
by 5–6 m.

